Effect of the TBP and water on the complexation of uranyl nitrate and the dissolution of nitric acid into supercritical CO2. A Theoretical Study.
We report theoretical studies on the complexation of uranyl nitrate and the dissolution of nitric acid in supercritical CO2 by TBP. According to quantum mechanical calculations, TBP (modeled by trimethyl phosphate TMP) displays stronger hydrogen-bonding interactions with HNO3 than with H2O, and this has been modeled in force-field calculations. Different combinations of water, TBP, and acid are compared in SC-CO2 and simulated by molecular dynamics (MD), demonstrating the importance of TBP and water concentrations. In MD simulations, which started from "random" mixtures of water, TBP, nitric acid, and uranyl nitrate, complexation of uranyl by TBP is observed and the yield increases with the TBP concentration. TBP molecules are also necessary to dissolve nitric acid in the supercritical phase. Indeed, without TBP, nitric acid alone self aggregates via hydrogen-bonding interactions. Adding water to this solution leads to the formation of water microdomains containing the acid and uranyl salts. The simulations show that a high TBP/nitric acid ratio is needed to fully dissolve the acid in the supercritical phase and to form CO2-philic UO2(NO3)2(TBP)2 complexes. The resulting hydrogen-bonding and solvation patterns are analyzed. The results are consistent with experimental observations and provide microscopic views of this important extraction system.